Kinetic Technologies, LLC

Engineered to Order **INDUSTRIAL CARTS, CART LIFTS and CONVEYOR SYSTEMS**

Designed for Building a Fork-Free, Lean Material Flow System

SUPERIOR KNOWLEDGE OF IMPLEMENTING MATERIAL HANDLING SOLUTIONS UTILIZING INDUSTRIAL CARTS, MATERIAL HANDLING LIFTS AND CUSTOMIZED CONVEYOR SYSTEMS.

K-TEC® delivers “WOW” to its customers by providing easily accessible communication, ultra-fast response to requests and issues, tireless innovation of products and services and ultra-durable products that add value to their businesses and material handling needs.

**OUR VALUED CLIENTS**

KINETIC TECHNOLOGIES
1350 Rockefeller Road • Wickliffe, OH 44092

(440) 943-4111
info@KtecInc.com

WHERE MATERIALS FLOW by DESIGN.

ktecinc.com
All of our products are ergonomically designed for optimal manual push/pull forces and the toughest loading and usage conditions. K-TEC®'s towable designs take all of your variables into account, from aisle width to the desired number of carts in a train to your corporate ergonomic guidelines to ensure that you have the right equipment for years to come.

FLAT DECK CARTS
Maximize your flexibility with utilitarian flat deck carts in your lean flow system. Available with bolt on risers to make sure your ergo needs have the right product at the right height.

ROTATE DECK CARTS
Rotate dunnage to your users to improve their efficiency by minimizing the movement needed to decant.

ROLLER DECK CARTS
Roller decks are extremely impactful for moving material rapidly and ergonomically by getting materials to your lineside in a seamless transition.

DELIVERY CARTS
Delivery carts bring adaptability to your constantly changing delivery needs to your plant. Our shelves are adjustable and have removable halves so you can configure the units to your specific needs.

TILT CARTS
Rotilts, both powered and unpowered, make the decanting of parts a simple process by bringing the materials to an ergonomically optimal position for repetitive picking into deep dunnage.

LIFTS
Hydraulic and Pneumatic Lifts are a simple and cost effective method to get parts to the right height for your operation. K-TEC® carts can be specifically designed to safely interact with our lifts to ensure that safety and stability are a foregone conclusion.

MOTHER-DAUGHTER CART SYSTEMS
Mother carts are utilized to capture and transport Daughter carts for easy mobility to other plant flow areas. K-TEC® offers Powered Hydraulic, Pallet Gantry and Basket Gantry style Mother Daughter systems.